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Abstract—We consider a scalable user-centric wireless network
with dynamic cluster formation as defined by Björnsson and
Sanguinetti. Several options for scalable uplink (UL) processing
are examined including: i) cluster size and SNR threshold criterion
for cluster formation; ii) UL pilot dimension; iii) local detection
and global (per cluster) combining. We use a simple model for the
channel vector spatial correlation, which captures the fact that the
propagation between UEs and RRHs is not isotropic. In particular,
we define the ideal performance based on ideal but partial CSI,
i.e., the CSI that can be estimated based on the users to antenna
heads cluster connectivity. In practice, CSI is estimated from UL
pilots, and therefore it is affected by noise and pilot contamination.
We show that a very simple subspace projection scheme is able
to basically attain the same performance of perfect but partial
CSI. This points out that the essential information needed to
pilot decontamination reduces effectively to the dominant channel
subspaces.

Index Terms—User-Centric, Cell-Free Wireless Networks, Pilot
Decontamination.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiuser MIMO is arguably one of the key transformative
ideas that have shaped the last 15 years of theoretical research
and eventually made a very significant impact on actual system
design, since the first information theoretical break through
of Caire and Shamai [1], to the provisions in recent wireless
standards [2]. A successful related concept is Marzetta’s massive
MIMO [3]. This is based on the key idea that, thanks to channel
reciprocity and TDD operations, an arbitrarily large number M
of base station (BS) antennas can be trained by a finite number
K of user equipments (UE) using a finite-dimensional uplink
(UL) pilot field τp ě K. When using massive MIMO in a large
cellular network with per-BS processing, serving K " τp users
per cell per channel coherence block1 implies that mutually non-
orthogonal pilots are reused across the network yielding pilot
contamination, which creates a coherent combined term in the
inter-cell interference that does not vanish as M Ñ8 [3]. More
recently, a flurry of works advocating the joint processing of
spatially distributed infrastructure antennas has appeared. This
idea can be traced back to the work of Wyner [4], and has
been “re-marketed” several times under different names with

1We define a channel coherence block as a “tile” of T symbols in the time-
frequency domain over which the fading channel can be considered constant.
For the sake of conceptual simplicity, this can be identified as resource block
(RB) of the underlying PHY protocol.

slight nuances, such as coordinate multipoint (CoMP), cloud
radio access network (CRAN), or cell-free massive MIMO.
An excellent recent review of this vast literature is given in
[5]. Advantages of this approach are the mitigation of pathloss
and blocking, introducing proximity between the remote radio
heads (RRHs) and UEs and macro-diversity, and the (obvious)
elimination of inter-cell interference, by providing a single
giant RRH cluster. Both points, though, must be carefully
discussed. First, deploying a number of RRH much larger than
the number of UEs is practically problematic, very costly, and
often infeasible especially for outdoor systems. Then, the joint
antenna processing across the whole network does not eliminate
the problem of a limited UL pilot dimension τp ! K. Finally,
global processing, optimization/allocation of pilots and transmit
power across the network yield a non-scalable architecture.

Here we adopt the definition of scalability given by Björnsson
and Sanguinetti [6], informally recalled as follows: consider
a network covering an area A on the plane, with UE and
RRH densities λu and λa, respectively. Assume also that the
RRHs are connected by a routing-capable fronthaul network
to Decentralized Processing Units (DPUs), spatially distributed
with density λd. An architecture is scalable if, as AÑ 8, the
complexity of the involved signal processing functions and the
data rate conveyed at each DPU is Op1q (constant with A).

We consider the realistic case where each RRH has M anten-
nas, and λa ă λu ăMλa. Then, the number of “antenna sites”
is (significantly) less than the number of users K simultaneously
active on any given RB. Scalable user-centric architectures
have been recently proposed in several papers (again see [5]),
based on dynamic cluster formation, such that every UE is
served by a finite-size cluster of RRHs even if the network
is arbitrarily large. In this paper we follow this paradigm and
use a simple model for the channel vectors’ spatial correlation,
capturing the directional propagation between UEs and RRHs.
We show that a pilot subspace projection scheme is able to
approach very closely the performance of perfect CSI, pointing
out the essential role of the channel subspace information. As a
practical remark, we note that in 5GNR two types of UL pilots
are specified, the demodulation references signals (DMRS) and
the sounding reference signals (SRS). In this work we assume
that the instantaneous CSI is obtained from DMRS pilots,
and the subspace information is known. In a future work, we
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will deal with the channel subspace information estimation by
exploiting features of the SRS pilots. It is worthwhile noticing
that the knowledge of the channel subspace information is less
demanding and more robust than the full knowledge of the
channel covariance matrix, as assumed for example in [5], [6].

Throughout this paper, we will use boldface capital letters
(X) for matrices and boldface small letters (x) for vectors that
contain information of a RRH-UE pair. The composed matrices
and vectors that contain information of multiple RRHs and/or
UEs are denoted by the blackboard letters X and x, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a cell-free wireless network with L RRHs, each
equipped with M antennas, and K single-antenna UEs. Both
RRHs and UEs are distributed on a squared region on the 2-
dimensional plane. As a result of the cluster formation process
(to be specified later), each UE k is associated with a cluster
Ck Ď rLs of RRHs and each RRH ` has a set of associated UEs
U` Ď rKs. The UE-RRH association is described by a bipartite
graph G with two classes of nodes (UEs and RRHs) such that
the neighborhood of UE-node k is Ck and the neighborhood of
RRH-node ` is U`. An example is given in Fig. 1. The set of
edges of G is denoted by E , i.e., G “ GprLs, rKs, Eq.

k
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UE k

Fig. 1. An example of dynamic clusters and the UE-RRH association graph.
The graph contains a UE-RRH edge pk, `q for all k P rKs and ` P rLs such
that k P U` and ` P Ck .

We assume OFDM modulation and assume that the channel
in the time-frequency domain follows the standard block-fading
model adopted in countless papers [3], [5], [6], where the
channel vectors from UEs to RRHs are random but constant
over coherence blocks of T “ NrbˆNsub signal dimensions in
the time-frequency domain, where Nrb and Nsub indicate the
number of OFDM symbols in time and the number of OFDM
subcarriers in frequency forming a RB.

Since all our treatment can be formulated on a per-RB basis,
we shall neglect the RB index for the sake of notation simplicity.
We let H P CLMˆK denote the channel matrix between all the
K UE antennas and all the LM RRHs antennas on a given
RB, formed by M ˆ 1 blocks h`,k in correspondence of the M
antennas of RRH ` and UE k. Because of the UL pilot allocation
(see later), each RRH ` only estimates the channel vectors of
the users in U`. As a genie-aided best-case, we define the ideal
partial CSI regime where each RRH ` has perfect knowledge
of the channel vectors h`,k for k P U`. In this regime, the part
of the channel matrix H known at the DPU serving cluster Ck
is denoted by HpCkq. This matrix has the same dimensions of
H, such that the p`, jq block of dimension M ˆ 1 of HpCkq is
equal to h`,j for all p`, jq P E and to 0 otherwise.

For the individual UE-RRH channels, we consider a sim-
plified directional channel model defined as follows. Let F
denote the M ˆM unitary DFT matrix with pm,nq-elements
Fm,n “

e´j 2π
M
mn

?
M

for m,n “ 0, 1, . . . ,M ´ 1. Consider the
angular support set S`,k Ď t0, . . . ,M ´ 1u obtained according
to the single ring local scattering model (see [7]). Then, we let

h`,k “

d

β`,kM

|S`,k|
F`,kν`,k, (1)

where, using a Matlab-like notation, F`,k
∆
“ Fp:,S`,kq denotes

the tall unitary matrix obtained by selecting the columns of F
corresponding to the index set S`,k, β`,k is a large scale fad-
ing coefficient (LSFC) including distance-dependent pathloss,
blocking effects, and shadowing, and ν`,k is an |S`,k| ˆ 1 i.i.d.
Gaussian vector with components „ CN p0, 1q.
A. Cluster formation

We assume that τp signal dimension per RB are dedicated
to UL pilots (see [2]), and define a codebook of τp orthogonal
pilots sequences. The UEs transmit with the same power P ue,
and we define the system parameter SNR ∆

“ P ue{N0, where N0

denotes the noise power spectral density. By the normalization
of the channel vectors, the maximum beamforming gain aver-
aged over the small scale fading is Er‖ M

|S`,k|F`,kν`,k‖
2s “M .

Therefore, the maximum SNR at the receiver of RRH ` from
UE k is β`,kMSNR. As in [6], each UE k elects its leading
RRH ` as the RRH with the largest channel gain β`,k (assumed
known) among the RRHs with yet a free DMRS pilot and
satisfying the QoS condition β`,k ě

η
MSNR , where η ą 0 is

a suitable threshold. If such RRH is not available, then the
UE is declared in outage. In our simulations, the UE to leader
RRH association is performed in a greedy manner starting from
some UE at random. In practice, users join and leave the system
according to some user activity dynamics, and each new UE
joining the system is admitted if it can find a leader RRH
according to the above conditions. After all non-outage UEs
k are assigned to their leader RRH ` “ `pkq and therefore have
a pilot index t “ tpkq P rτps, the dynamic cluster Ck for each
UE k is formed by enrolling successively all RRH ` listed in
order of decreasing LSFC for which i) pilot tpkq is yet free, ii)
the condition β`,k ě

η
MSNR is satisfied, and iii) the maximum

cluster size Q is not met. As a result, we have that all UEs
k P U` make use of mutually orthogonal UL pilots and that
0 ď |U`| ď τp and 0 ď |Ck| ď Q.

B. Uplink data transmission

The received LM ˆ 1 symbol vector at the LM RRHs’
antennas for a single channel use of the UL is given by

yul “
?
SNR Hsul ` zul, (2)

where sul P CKˆ1 is the vector of of information symbols
transmitted by the UEs (zero-mean unit variance and mutually
independent random variables) and zul is an i.i.d. noise vector
with components „ CN p0, 1q. The goal of cluster Ck is to
produce an effective channel observation for symbol sul

k (the
k-th component of the vector sul from the collectively received
signal at the RRHs ` P Ck). We define the receiver unit norm



vector vk P CLMˆ1 formed by M ˆ 1 blocks v`,k : ` “
1, . . . , L, such that v`,k “ 0 (the identically zero vector) if
p`, kq R E . This reflects the fact that only the RRHs in Ck are
involved in producing a received observation for the detection of
user k. The non-zero blocks v`,k : ` P Ck are suitably defined,
depending on the receiver combining scheme as examined later.
The corresponding scalar combined observation for symbol sul

k

is given by
rul
k “ vH

ky
ul. (3)

For simplicity, we assume that the channel decoder has perfect
knowledge of the exact signal to Interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) value

SINRul
k “

|vH
khk|

2

SNR´1
`
ř

j‰k |v
H
khj |

2
, (4)

where hk denotes the k-th column of H. The corresponding
ergodic achievable rate is given by

Rk “ Erlogp1` SINRul
k qs, (5)

where the expectation is with respect to the small scale fading,
while conditioning on the placement of UEs and RRH, and on
the cluster formation. We refer to (5) as the optimistic ergodic
rate. The use of this performance metric instead of some of
the several achievable ergodic rate lower bounds available in
the literature (e.g., [8] and discussion therein) is justified by the
fact that there is no information theoretic converse proving that
such optimistic rates cannot be achieved using some form of
universal decoder.2 We do not claim here the achievability of
the optimistic ergodic rates, but we claim that these quantities
are “good enough” for comparing the effect of different system
parameter configurations on the system performance, without
resorting to other bounds that may be indeed overly pessimistic.

III. UL SCHEMES WITH IDEAL PARTIAL CSI

A. Global Zero-Forcing (GZF)

For a given UE k with cluster Ck, we define the set UpCkq ∆
“

Ť

`PCk U` of UEs served by at least one RRH in Ck. Let hkpCkq
denote the k-th column of HpCkq and let HkpCkq denote the
residual matrix after deleting the k-th column. The GZF receiver
vector is obtained as follows. Let hkpCkq P C|Ck|Mˆ1 and
HkpCkq P C|Ck|Mˆp|UpCkq|´1q the vector and matrix obtained
from hkpCkq and HkpCkq, respectively, after removing all the
M -blocks of rows corresponding to RRHs ` R Ck and all the
(all-zero) columns corresponding to UEs k1 R UpCkq. Consider
the singular value decomposition (SVD)

HkpCkq “ AkSkB
H

k , (6)
where the columns of the tall unitary matrix Ak form an
orthonormal basis for the column span of HkpCkq, such that
the orthogonal projector onto the orthogonal complement of the
interference subspace is given by Pk “ I´AkA

H

k , and define
the unit-norm vector

vk “ PkhkpCkq{}PkhkpCkq}. (7)

2For example, it is well-known that the rate 1
2

logp1`γq per real dimension
is achievable by spherical codes and minimum distance decoding for the channel
y “

?
γx` z, with Erx2s “ Erz2s “ 1, even if γ is unknown to the receiver

and the noise z is non-Gaussian and uncorrelated with the signal x.

Hence, the GZF receiver vector vk is given by expanding vk
by reintroducing the missing blocks of all-zero M ˆ 1 vectors
0 in correspondence of the RRHs ` R Ck. If M ą τp (i.e.,
more antennas than UL data streams), noticing that |U`| ď τp
(due to the cluster formation rule), we have that |UpCkq| ď
τp|Ck| ă M |Ck|. Therefore, Ak defined before is effectively
tall unitary and the global ZF always exists with probability 1
for random/Gaussian user channel vectors.

B. Local MRC and MMSE with global combining

In this case, each RRH ` makes use of locally computed
receiving vectors v`,k for its users k P U`. Let yul

` denote the
M ˆ 1 block of yul corresponding to RRH `. For each k P U`,
RRH ` computes locally rul

`,k “ vH
`,ky

ul
` . The symbols trul

`,k :
k P U`u are sent to the DPU serving UE k, which computes
the globally combined symbol rul

k “
ř

`PCk w
˚
`,kr

ul
`,k “ wH

k rul
k ,

where w`,k is the combining coefficient of RRH ` for UE k,
and wk and rk are vectors formed by stacking w`,k and rul

`,k of
all RRHs ` P Ck, respectively.

One possible choice for the receiver vector v`,k is the Maxi-
mal Ratio Combining (MRC) receiver, given by v`,k “ h`,k. An
alternative choice consists of using a linear MMSE (LMMSE)
principle. In this case, we distinguish between the known part
of the interference, i.e., the term

ř

jPU`:j‰k h`,js
ul
j , and the

unknown part of the interference, i.e., the term
ř

jRU` h`,js
ul
j in

yul
` . The receiver treats the unknown part of the interference plus

noise as a white vector with known variance per component.
The covariance matrix of this term is given by

Ξ` “ E
„

´?
SNR

ř

jRU` h`,js
ul
j ` zul

`

¯´?
SNR

ř

jRU` h`,js
ul
j ` zul

`

¯H


“ I`
ÿ

jRU`

β`,jMSNR

|S`,j |
F`,jF

H
`,j , (8)

where zul
` „ CN p0, 1q is AWGN at RRH `. Taking the trace and

dividing by M we find the equivalent variance per component

σ2
` “

1

M
trpΞ`q “ 1` SNR

˜

ÿ

j‰U`

β`,j

¸

. (9)

Under this assumption, we have that the LMMSE receiving
vector is given by

v`,k “

˜

σ2
` I` SNR

ÿ

jPU`

h`,jh
H
`,j

¸´1

h`,k. (10)

For the combining coefficients, we consider two options. The
first one is equal gain combining (EGC), with w`,k “ 1 for all
` P Ck. The second option maximizes the SINR after combining.
The effective received signal model at RRH ` P Ck relative to
UE k can be written as

rul
`,k “

?
SNR

˜

g`,k,ks
ul
k `

ÿ

jPU`:j‰k
g`,k,js

ul
j

¸

` vH
`,kξ` (11)

where we define g`,k,j “ vH
`,kh`,j and let ξ` the unknown

interference plus noise vector, assumed „ CN p0, σ2
` Iq. Stacking

trul
`,k : ` P Cku as a |Ck| ˆ 1 column vector rul

k , we can write
the output symbols of cluster Ck relative to UE k as

rul
k “

?
SNR

`

aks
ul
k `Gks

ul
k

˘

` ζk, (12)
where ζk “ tv

H
`,kξ` : ` P Cku has the covariance matrix given

by Dk “ diag
 

σ2
` }v`,k}

2 : ` P Ck
(

and ak “ tg`,k,k : ` P Cku.



The matrix Gk P C|Ck|ˆp|UpCkq|´1q contains elements g`,k,j
in position corresponding to RRH ` and UE j (after a suitable
index reordering) if p`, jq P E , and zero elsewhere. The
vector sul

k P Cp|UpCkq|´1qˆ1 contains the symbols of all users
j P UpCkq : j ‰ k. Then, the total interference plus noise
covariance matrix given the available CSI is

Γk “ Dk ` SNR GkG
H
k (13)

and the corresponding nominal SINR for user k with combining
is given by

SINRul´nom
k “

SNR wH
kaka

H
kwk

wH
kΓkwk

. (14)

The maximization of this nominal SINR with respect to wk

amounts to find the maximum generalized eigenvalue of the
matrix pencil pakaH

k ,Γkq. Since the matrix aka
H
k has rank 1

and therefore it has only one non-zero eigenvalue, the solution
is readily given by

wk “ Γ´1
k ak. (15)

For both MRC and LMMSE receive combining, the overall
received vector is obtained by forming the vector vk by stacking
the |Ck| blocks of dimensions M ˆ 1 given by w`,kv`,k on top
of each other and normalizing such that vk has unit norm. After
expanding vk to vk of dimension LM ˆ 1 by inserting the all-
zero blocks corresponding to the RRHs ` R Ck, the resulting
SINR is again given by (4). This scheme differs from the dis-
tributed large-scale fading decoding (LSFD) in [5], as the LSFD
relies on the expected channel vectors tErh`,ks : p`, kq P Eu. In
contrast, we use the instantaneous channel realization estimate
for the computation of the combining coefficients.

IV. UL CHANNEL ESTIMATION

In practice, ideal (although partial) CSI is not available and
the channels th`,k : p`, kq P Eu must be estimated from the UL
pilots. The pilot field received at RRH ` is given by the Mˆτp
matrix of received symbols Ypilot

` “
řK
i“1 h`,iφ

H
ti ` Zpilot

` ,
where φti denotes the pilot vector of dimension τp used by
UE i in the current RB, with total energy }φti}

2 “ τpSNR.
For each UE k P U`, RRH ` produces the pilot matching (PM)
channel estimates

phpm
`,k “

1

τpSNR
Ypilot
` φtk (16)

“ h`,k `
ÿ

i:ti“tk
i‰k

h`,i ` rztk,`, (17)

where rztk,` has i.i.d. with components CN p0, 1
τpSNR q. Notice

that the presence of UEs i ‰ k using the same pilot tk yields
pilot contamination.

Assuming that the subspace information F`,k of all k P U` is
known, we consider also the subspace projection (SP) pilot de-
contamination scheme for which the projected channel estimate
is given by the orthogonal projection of phpm

`,k onto the subspace
spanned by the columns of F`,k, i.e.,

phsp
`,k “ F`,kF

H
`,k

phpm
`,k (18)

The pilot contamination term after the subspace projection is a
Gaussian vector with mean zero and covariance matrix

Σco
`,k “

ÿ

i:ti“tk
i‰k

β`,iM

|S`,i|
F`,kF

H
`,kF`,iF

H
`,iF`,kF

H
`,k. (19)

From this expression it can be argued that when F`,k and F`,i
are nearly mutually orthogonal, i.e. FH

`,kF`.i « 0, the subspace
projection is able to significantly reduce the pilot contamination
effect.

The procedure for the signal detection relying on UL pilot-
based channel estimates is similar to the one with ideal partial
CSI, by simply replacing the ideal partial CSI th`,k : p`, kq P

Eu with the estimated partial CSI tph`,k : p`, kq P Eu, where
ph`,k “ phpm

`,k or ph`,k “ phsp
`,k dependent on the channel estimation

method. Here we only assume that the variance of the unknown
interference plus noise term σ2

` defined in (9) is known, since
this depends on aggregate average signal power, which is only
a function of the LSFCs and therefore of the system geometry.
Since after these substitutions the expressions of the receiver
vectors are identical as before, they shall not be repeated here.

V. SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We evaluate the performance of the different receiver combin-
ing schemes for ideal partial and estimated CSI. In our simula-
tions, we consider a coverage area of A “ 500ˆ500 meters with
a torus topology to avoid boundary effects. The LSFCs are given
according to the 3GPP urban microcell pathloss model from
[9]. The parameter SNR is chosen such that β`,kMSNR “ 1
(i.e., 0 dB), when β`,k is calculated for distance 3dL, where

dL “ 2
b

A
πL is the diameter of a disk of area equal to A{L.

We consider RBs of dimension T “ 200 symbols, consistently
with the 14 OFDM symbols ˆ 12 subcarriers specified in
LTE and 5GNR. The spectral efficiency for UE k is given by
SEul

k “ p1 ´ τp{T qR
ul
k , where the UL pilot redundancy factor

multiplies the optimistic ergodic rate defined in (5). The angular
support S`,k contains the DFT quantized angles (multiples of
2π{M ) falling inside an interval of length ∆ placed symmet-
rically around the direction joining UE k and RRH `. If not
otherwise mentioned, in the simulated system K “ 100 UEs
are served by L “ 50 RRHs, each with M “ 64 antennas, and
we use ∆ “ π{16, the QoS threshold η “ 1 and the maximum
cluster size Q “ 30. For each set of parameters we generated
48 independent layouts (random uniform placement of RRHs
and UEs and greedy cluster formation), and for each layout we
computed the expectation in (5) by Monte Carlo averaging with
respect to the channel vectors. In all figures, “full CSI” indicates
ideal partial CSI as discussed before.

Fig. 2 shows the CDF of the optimistic ergodic rate per UE
for τp “ 20 for the different receiver schemes. GZF outperforms
the local MRC and LMMSE combining, as expected. For local
scheme with global combining, LMMSE outperforms MRC, as
it takes care of the most significant interference components. In
general, optimized combining achieve a significant performance
improvement with respect to EGC. Notice also that the differ-
ence between ideal partial CSI and SP pilot-based estimation
is quite small. In contrast, PM pilot-based estimation incurs a
significant performance loss. This indicates that SP is able to
remove a significant part of the pilot contamination and that the
latter has a significant impact if not properly handled. In Fig. 3,
we see that Q “ 15 already saturates the sum SE performance.
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Fig. 2. Empirical CDF of the UL data rate per UE with τp “ 20. Left: results
for GZF and for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized combining.
Right: results for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized (solid lines)
and equal gain (dotted lines) combining.
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Fig. 3. UL sum spectral efficiency for different maximum cluster sizes Q.
Left: results for GZF and for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized
combining. Right: results for local MRC and MMSE with optimized (solid
lines) and equal gain (dotted lines) combining.

Therefore, enlarging further the cluster size yields only a
complexity increase without return in performance. In contrast,
as Q drops below 10, the sum SE degrades significantly.

Fig. 4 shows that, as expected, the performance of the SP
degrades for larger values of ∆, as the channels become more
isotropic and SP is less effective in reducing pilot contamina-
tion. However, the degradation w.r.t. ideal CSI is not dramatic.
For ∆ “ π

16 , it is less than 1.5% for all receiver schemes,
whereas it becomes approximately 2% (MRC) and between 6%
and 12% (GZF and LMMSE combining) for π

2 .
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Fig. 4. UL sum spectral efficiency compared to the angular spread ∆.
Left: results for GZF and for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized
combining. Right: results for local MRC and MMSE with optimized (solid
lines) and equal gain (dotted lines) combining.

If we increase the number of UEs, we can observe in
Fig. 5 that the sum SE increases as well until K “ 500.
For K “ 750, the results differ by the receiver scheme. For
LMMSE/MRC with ideal partial CSI and SP, the sum SE
keeps increasing. For GZF, as well as for LMMSE/MRC with
optimized gains and PM, the sum SE decreases. This is because
of the increasing effect of pilot contamination for PM and
because the information becomes too partial for GZF. For all
receive combining schemes, the gap between optimized gains
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Fig. 5. UL sum spectral efficiency compared to the number of UEs K.
Left: results for GZF and for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized
combining. Right: results for local MRC and MMSE with optimized (solid
lines) and equal gain (dotted lines) combining.
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Fig. 6. UL sum spectral efficiency for different values of τp. Left: results for
GZF and for local MRC and MMSE with global optimized combining. Right:
results for local MRC and MMSE with optimized (solid lines) and equal gain
(dotted lines) combining.

and EGC decreases with more UEs. In all scenarios, each UE
could be served by at least one RRH, i.e., there is no outage.

Fig. 6 shows the sum SE for different values of τp. The trade-
off between quality of the CSI estimation and pilot redundancy
is evident for the best schemes (GZF, LMMSE and MRC with
optimized combining), where the SE curves exhibit a maximum
for τp between 20 and 30. In contrast, LMMSE and MRC with
EGC have an almost monotonically decreasing behavior with
respect to τp. We interpret this fact as follows: these schemes
perform quite poorly in terms of multiuser MIMO beamforming
and interference suppression in the spatial domain, and therefore
do not take advantage of a high quality CSI in exchange of a
larger pilot redundancy.
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